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Intro: A common view
❖ A common view in semantics (for English): 

sentence stress indicates linguistic Focus,
which can be modeled via as evoking alternatives (Rooth 1992)

(1) a. A: Who wants to be the successor of Logan Roy?
B: [KENDALL]F wants to be the successor of Logan.

b. [[KendallF wants to be the successor of Logan]]f =

{Kendall wants to be the successor of Logan,
Roman wants to be the successor of Logan,
Shiv wants to be the successor of Logan, …}

o (plenty of complicating factors, e.g. Focus projection, we put aside here)
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Intro: A problem
 There are multiple ways to convey stress in English

- e.g. L*, H*, LH*, L*H in ToBI [1]

➢ This raises some questions:

► Specific: Do all pitch accents indicate linguistic Focus?

► General: What is the meaning mapping for pitch accents in English?

▪ Prior research suggests a negative answer to the first question:

- Contrastive Topics: distinct prosodic and meaning profiles [2]

- Psycholinguistics: “contrastive” vs “non-contrastive” accents [3]

[1] Beckman et al. 2005; [2] Büring 2003, Constant 2014; [3] Watson et al. 2008, Gotzner 2015, a.o.
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Intro: Today’s talk
❖Main subject of today will be the less studied L*H accent

► Hypothesis: L*H evokes evaluative scale [4]

➢ Connection to ambiguity of Focus-particle at least [5]

(2) a. Emma won at least [SILVER]F. (epistemic)

b. At least Emma won [SILVER]F. (concessive/evaluative)

► Intuition: interpretation of at least correlates with pitch accent type

► Prediction: L*H should bias toward concessive interpretation

➔will be tested in our first experiment

[4] Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990, Göbel 2019; [5] Nakanishi & Rullmann 2009
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Experiment 1: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION)

(3a) {EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE}

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?

ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.
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Experiment 1: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION)

(3a) {EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H}

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?

ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.

B: At least SOME of the children ate their broccoli.
[(LH*+)H*]

[(+)L*H]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pk-BI7W9rTVeReGfEIfSgMaLL_MNP-zC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AiqtOYENpaRqr7kLzBZm0JZBAwG8a92B/view?usp=sharing
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Experiment 1: Design II

[(LH*+)H*]

[(+)L*H]
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Experiment 1: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION x SCALE-ITEM)

(3a) {EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X SOME

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?
ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.

B: At least SOME of the children ate their broccoli. {[(LH*+)H*], [(+)L*H]}

(3b) {EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X NUMERAL

AEPI: How many of the customers do you think gave a tip?
ACON: I'm shocked that not more of the customers gave a tip.

B: At least THREE of the customers gave a tip. {[(LH*+)H*], [(+)L*H]}

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yDB1Zvzy36i_LovoBedrQa6qaRM2PzrU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VTr3LkidMe7Mt_HzOBNmwajfzjvZfm1W/view?usp=sharing


Experiment 1:
Results (N=36/47*)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- INTONATION:
H* better than LH*
(z=-2.26, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for H* larger for 
epistemic than concessive
(z=2.13, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
7

*11 participants were excluded based 
on headphone-check



Experiment 1:
Results (N=36/47)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- INTONATION:
H* better than LH*
(z=-2.10, p<.05*)

- SCALE-ITEM:
numeral better than some
(z=2.55, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for H* larger for 
epistemic than concessive
(z=2.20, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*SCALE-ITEM:
preference for numeral larger for 
epistemic than concessive
(z=-7.23, p<.001***)

(full model output in appendix)
8
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Experiment 1: Discussion
➢ L*H rated worse than H* in epistemic contexts

► evidence for hypothesis that L*H conveys evaluative meaning

➢ some and numerals behaved differently with respect to contexts

 Open questions:

► Is the actual cause of the effect the accent on at least?

► Is the effect directly caused by accent type difference
or mediated through interpretation of at least?

➔ addressed in next experiment
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Experiment 2: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION x SCALE-ITEM)

(4a){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X SOME

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?
ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.

B: SOME of the children ate their broccoli.

(4b){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X NUMERAL

AEPI: How many of the customers do you think gave a tip?
ACON: I'm shocked that not more of the customers gave a tip.

B: THREE of the customers gave a tip. {[H*], [L*H]}

[H*]
[L*H]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xq_iyBgM2wJ45_bOCctQQi3gzVmAAJ_9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XUzaqnehZRvThh_vY1te4S5GDjjPRCOH/view?usp=sharing
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Experiment 2: Design II

[H*]

[L*H]



Experiment 2:
Results (N=36/37*)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-7.53, p<.001***)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for epistemic larger for 
H* than LH*
(z=2.34, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
12

*1 participant was excluded based on 
headphone-check



Experiment 2:
Results (N=36/37)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-8.05, p<.001***)

- SCALE-ITEM:
numeral better than some
(z=4.80, p<.001***)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for epistemic larger for 
H* than LH*
(z=2.56, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*SCALE-ITEM:
preference for epistemic larger for 
some than numeral
(z=-10.90, p<.001***)

(full model output in appendix)
13
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Experiment 2: Discussion
➢ L*H better than H* in concessive contexts

► shifted pattern but consistent with hypothesis

➢ some and numerals again behaved differently with respect to contexts

=> results provide evidence that L*H makes its own contribution
that seems to be comparable to the meaning of concessive at least
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General Discussion
❖ Experimental evidence for evaluative contribution of L*H accent

► adds to work showing the need to consider details of intonation

❖ What to make of some vs numeral differences?

► concessive contexts for numerals slightly less natural

► difference between experiments possibly due to artifacts of 
modifying sound files rather than using new recordings

❖ Questions for future work: 

► how does L*H contribute to whole contour (e.g. in rise-fall-rise)



Thanks for listening!
WE WANT TO THANK EMMA NGUYEN AND KATY CARLSON FOR 
PROVIDING RECORDINGS FOR THE STUDIES.  THIS RESEARCH HAS BEEN 
SUPPORTED BY A FEODOR LYNEN FELLOWSHIP TO ALEXANDER GÖBEL 
AND AN SSHRC GRANT TO MICHAEL WAGNER.
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Experiment 1: Full Model w/o SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context 0.013 0.074 0.177 .859

Intonation -0.166 0.074 -2.259 .024 *

Context*Intonation 0.315 0.147 2.134 .033 *

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item))
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Experiment 1: Full Model w/ SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context 0.005 0.074 0.069 .945

Intonation -0.169 0.074 -2.290 .022 *

Scale-item 0.188 0.074 2.546 .011 *

Context*Intonation 0.326 0.148 2.203 .028 *

Context*Scale-item -1.083 0.150 -7.230 4.82e-13 ***

Intonation*Scale-item -0.108 0.148 -0.792 .429

Context*Target*Intonation -0.192 0.295 -0.651 .515

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation*scale-item + (1|participant) + (1|item))
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Experiment 1b: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION x SCALE-ITEM)

(A1a){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X SOME

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?
ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.

B: At least SOME of the children ate their broccoli.

(A1b){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X NUMERAL

AEPI: How many of the customers do you think gave a tip?
ACON: I'm shocked that except for three, none of the customers gave a tip.

B: At least THREE of the customers gave a tip. {[(LH*+)H*], [(+)L*H]}
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Experiment 1b: Design II

[(LH*+)H*]

[(+)L*H]



Experiment 1b:
Results (N=41/55)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-6.31, p<.001***)

- INTONATION:
H* better than LH*
(z=-2.10, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for H* larger for 
epistemic than concessive
(z=1.99, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
A5
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Experiment 1b: Full Model w/o SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.442 0.070 -6.313 2.74e-10 ***

Intonation -0.145 0.069 -2.091 .037 *

Context*Intonation 0.276 0.139 1.991 .047 *

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item))



Experiment 1b:
Results II (N=41/55)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-6.76, p<.001***)

- INTONATION:
H* better than LH*
(z=-2.17, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for H* larger for 
epistemic than concessive
(z=2.13, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*SCALE-ITEM:
preference for epistemic larger for 
some than numeral
(z=-9.59, p<.001***)

(full model output in appendix)
A7
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Experiment 1b: Full Model w/ SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.479 0.070 -6.758 1.4e-11 ***

Intonation -0.152 0.070 -2.165 .030 *

Scale-item 0.138 0.102 1.345 .179

Context*Intonation 0.297 0.140 2.127 .033 *

Context*Scale-item -1.375 0.143 -9.590 < 2e-16 ***

Intonation*Scale-item -0.152 0.140 -1.088 .277

Context*Target*Intonation -0.448 0.280 -1.603 .109

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation*scale-item + (1|participant) + (1|item))



EXPERIMENTS 1: DIRECT COMPARISON 
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Experiment 1b Experiment 1
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Experiment 2: Full Model w/o SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.576 0.077 -7.527 5.19e-14 ***

Intonation 0.054 0.075 0.719 .472

Context*Intonation 0.353 0.151 2.343 .019 *

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item))
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Experiment 2: Full Model w/ SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.624 0.078 -8.045 8.64e-16 ***

Intonation 0.045 0.075 0.602 .548

Scale-item 0.573 0.119 4.799 1.60e-06 ***

Context*Intonation 0.389 0.152 2.564 .010 *

Context*Scale-item -1.199 0.154 -7.778 7.36e-15 ***

Intonation*Scale-item -0.071 0.150 -0.470 .638

Context*Target*Intonation 0.098 0.303 0.321 .748

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation*scale-item + (1|participant) + (1|item))
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Experiment 2b: Design
• Sample item (24, plus 24 filler, Latin2, auditory rating task): 

2x2x2 (CONTEXT x INTONATION x SCALE-ITEM)

(A2a){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X SOME

AEPI: How many of the children do you think ate their broccoli?
ACON: I’m surprised that not all of the children ate their broccoli.

B: SOME of the children ate their broccoli.

(A2b){EPISTEMIC VS CONCESSIVE} X {H* VS L*H} X NUMERAL

AEPI: How many of the customers do you think gave a tip?
ACON: I'm shocked that except for three, none of the customers gave a tip.

B: THREE of the customers gave a tip. {[H*], [L*H]}

[H*]
[L*H]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FvoQTKibscNqkU02JrxqZ1Oe_Ois_yDT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FYaj5oOxuHmuheTuBUVdlvV21G_4YpeI/view?usp=sharing
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Experiment 2b: Design II

[H*]

[L*H]



Experiment 2b:
Results (N=33/38)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-8.05, p<.001***)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for epistemic larger for 
H* than LH*
(z=2.26, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
A14
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Experiment 2b: Full Model w/o SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.619 0.077 -8.052 8.12e-16 ***

Intonation -0.102 0.075 -1.354 .176

Context*Intonation 0.341 0.151 2.260 .024 *

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item))



Experiment 2b:
Results II (N=33/38)
ordinal mixed effects models, sum-coded

- CONTEXT:
epistemic better than concessive
(z=-8.73, p<.001***)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION:
preference for epistemic larger for 
H* than LH*
(z=2.38, p<.05*)

- CONTEXT*SCALE-ITEM:
preference for epistemic larger for 
some than numeral
(z=-10.90, p<.001***)

- CONTEXT*INTONATION*SCALE-ITEM:
preference for epistemic increase for 
H* larger with some than numeral
(z=-2.05, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
A16
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Experiment 2b: Full Model w/ SCALE-ITEM

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Context -0.680 0.078 -8.730 < 2e-16 ***

Intonation -0.105 0.076 -1.381 .167

Scale-item 0.094 0.076 1.229 .219

Context*Intonation 0.363 0.152 2.383 .017 *

Context*Scale-item -1.724 0.158 -10.898 < 2e-16 ***

Intonation*Scale-item 0.036 0.152 0.235 .814

Context*Target*Intonation -0.624 0.305 -2.051 .040 *

clmm(rating ~ context*intonation*scale-item + (1|participant) + (1|item))



EXPERIMENTS 1B/2B: DIRECT COMPARISON 
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Experiment 1b Experiment 2b



EXPERIMENTS 1B/2B: DIRECT COMPARISON II
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Experiment 1b Experiment 2b



EXPERIMENTS 1/2: DIRECT COMPARISON 
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2



EXPERIMENTS 1/2: DIRECT COMPARISON II
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2


